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Foodies United






Discover the Tastes of Vancouver




If you’re eager to explore the rich tapestry of flavors this city has to offer, our Vancouver Food Tours are the perfect gateway to satisfy your cravings and ignite your palate.




View →







Local Foodie Destinations




We at Foodies United take great care in curating each of our tastings and selecting the perfect tasting locations. These are not just random choices.
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Join Our Team




We’re a group of committed and enthusiastic individuals driven by a shared desire to create a positive impact.
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Discover the Tastes of Vancouver









1000+




Satisfying tourists







Food tours are an excellent way to dive into the local cuisine while getting to know the city. Vancouver’s food scene is a reflection of its multicultural population, offering everything from authentic Asian dishes to fresh seafood, sourced right from the Pacific. 
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Discover the Heart of Vancouver’s Culinary Scene on the Granville Island Market Tour




The Granville Island Market Tour is your gateway to exploring the vibrant food culture of Vancouver. Our guided tour will take you on a journey through this bustling market, introducing you to the cornucopia of flavors that make up Vancouver’s culinary landscape.
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Explore the Flavors of Vancouver via the Gastronomic Gastown Tour




Gastown is where Vancouver began, and it’s now the epicenter of gourmet cuisine in the city. This charming district is a cobblestoned testament to Vancouver’s past, interwoven with an innovative spirit that fuels its eateries. 




View →
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Get a Chance to Enjoy Vancouver’s Best-Kept Culinary Secrets




Join us on a journey through bustling streets and quiet corners as we introduce you to the Authentic Asian Eats Tour in Vancouver. This immersive experience is designed for locals and visitors alike to explore the diverse and rich flavors that Asian cuisine has to offer, right here in the Pacific Northwest.
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Take a Look at Vancouver’s Vibrant Market, Spirits, and Shops Scene!




Our carefully curated journey takes you through Vancouver’s lively markets, where the city’s cultural diversity shines brightest. Here, local vendors offer everything from fresh produce to handcrafted goods.




View →
















About




When I founded Foodies United, my goal was clear: I wanted to introduce people to the very essence of Vancouver by means of food and community. My aim was to create a platform for celebrating the talented artisans within this city and contribute to our local neighborhoods.




Over the years, the concept of connection has taken on an even greater significance. We all yearn for a sense of belonging, a feeling of being part of something truly special. 







Read More →
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Join Our Team




Foodies United is more than just a team; we’re a group of committed and enthusiastic individuals driven by a shared desire to create a positive impact. 




Our mission is to inspire and enlighten others through unforgettable culinary journeys, and we continually challenge ourselves to innovate and improve.







Get Started →
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Subscribe to Us




Subscribe to our newsletter and become part of the vibrant Vancouver foodies scene with Foodies United. Discover the latest culinary delights, hidden gems, and insider tips from fellow food enthusiasts in the city.
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5 Ways that Vaping Complements Canadian Dishes



December 30, 2023



•



Pearl Wang




When you think of Canadian dishes, you might imagine poutine dripping with gravy, sweet, sticky butter tarts, or the comforting hug of a warm tourtière. But have you ever considered how vaping can complement and enhance the experience of these beloved Canadian flavors? For those seeking a modern twist, explore the diverse world of PLACEHOLDER_LINK_TAG, providing a refreshing counterpart to traditional culinary delights. Here are 5 ways vaping can pair wonderfully with Canadian cuisine to add an extra layer of enjoyment to your dining experience. 1. Flavor Enhancement Vaping can immensely enhance the flavors of Canadian dishes. For instance, a…
Read More
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Enjoy the Best Dim Sums in Metro Vancouver in These Dim Sum Restaurants
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Pearl Wang




As the traditional Chinese meal of small dishes, dim sum is a weekend ritual for many in Metro Vancouver where a multitude of options can make choosing a spot a daunting task.  While aficionados debate over which restaurant reigns supreme, there are a few that consistently stand out for their quality and variety. Let’s explore each of them. Joy’s Taiwanese Located away from the traditional Chinese enclaves, Joy’s Taiwanese brings a unique twist to the Dim Sum scene with its Taiwanese influence. Although not the conventional Cantonese-style Dim Sum, it’s a hit with diners looking for something slightly different.  The…
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The Best Authentic Asian Richmond Foodie Destinations You Should Drop By at Least Once
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Pearl Wang




The vibrant city of Richmond is renowned for its authentic Asian cuisine. This culinary landscape is shaped by a large immigrant population, primarily from Asia, bringing with it a tapestry of flavors that makes Richmond a foodie destination.  Here are some top restaurants that stand out for their authenticity and culinary excellence. Dinesty Dumpling House A staple for dumpling enthusiasts, Dinesty offers a variety of hand-made dumplings, Xiao Long Bao (soup dumplings), and other traditional Shanghainese dishes. The open kitchen allows diners to watch as their dumplings are expertly crafted, guaranteeing a fresh and authentic experience. Fisherman’s Terrace Seafood Restaurant…
Read More
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